WHO IS MR. SCIENCE?
Jason Lindsey, aka “Mr. Science,” with Hooked on Science, is a nationally-recognized STEM educator, science multimedia journalist, digital meteorologist, and author. He’s appeared on the NBC Today Show, Fox & Friends, RFD-TV, WeatherNation, and television stations, across the United States, getting America “Hooked on Science.” Jason visits hundreds of schools each year inspiring kids to be inquisitive about the world around them and to develop a long-term interest in science and math. Hooked on Science school programs are the first, nationally, to earn Sensory Inclusive™ Certification, which means all Hooked on Science school programs are certified for kids with autism and other sensory needs. Jason is a STEM professional and brings real-world science connections to schools. He is an award-winning meteorologist and holds the National Weather Association broadcast “Seal of Approval.”

HOLIDAY STEM
Searching for a way to add a little STEM to the holidays? If so, Jason Lindsey, aka “Mr. Science,” with Hooked on Science, is offering Holiday STEM kits. Each kit includes an interactive video, a digital STEM guide, and STEM bags. Each bag contains ingredients for two holiday STEM experiments.

- Spooky STEM
- Thanksgiving STEM
- Holiday STEM
- Valentine’s Day STEM
- Easter STEM

VIRTUAL FAMILY SCIENCE SKILLS NIGHT
The virtual Family Science Skills Night allows you to connect with your families, safely from home, as we continue to battle COVID-19. Families join Jason Lindsey, aka “Mr. Science,” with Hooked on Science, for some mind-blowing science, via Zoom/SKYPE/Google Meet. Using materials from their “bag of science,” they’ll do some amazing experiments with “Mr. Science.” Finally, families will have the chance to win science prizes.

HOOKED ON SCIENCE LAB BOOK | PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Jason Lindsey, aka “Mr. Science,” with Hooked on Science, is making hands-on virtual learning easy with the Hooked on Science Lab Book. In this interactive lab book, kids use the scientific method to explore matter, force, motion, energy, and more through nonfiction reading, videos, and hands-on experiments, which use ingredients from around the house. Click HERE to buy now.

“Jason really captivated our audience by catering his presentation to all ages. He covered all science topics from 2nd grade to 6th grade. The look on our students’ faces during the zoom presentation were priceless. They were engaged and excited about science even through zoom. Jason made science come to life with hands on materials and common household items. It was a nice way for our school to have a family science night during distance learning!”

Erica Burmann
Educator